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We studied optical absorption of polarons inp-conjugated oligomers and polymers using the photoinduced
absorption technique as well as chemical doping spectra from the literature. We find that the photon energy of
the polaron low-energy transition obeys a relationship that depends only on the oligomer-length in a wide class
of unsubstituted and substituted oligomer solutions and films. Based on this observation, we show that polarons
in polymer films can be either confined as in oligomers or quite delocalized, depending on the individual
p-conjugated semiconductor. In high mobility polymer films polarons may be delocalized over several chains.
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P-conjugated semiconductors have been used to manu-
facture promising thin film devices such as organic light-
emitting diodes and field-effect transistors. It is well-known
that chemical doping or electrical charge injection results in
the formation of polarons in these systems.1 Figure 1 shows
a comparison between different models that have been used
for describing polarons inp-conjugated semiconductors.
Panel (a) depicts the electron–phononse–pd or Su-
Schrieffer-HeegersSSHd model.1–3 It predicts that the e–p
coupling causes a gap between valence and conduction band.
In the singly charged system two localized polaron levels
appear inside the gap. Experimentally one finds two optical
transitions4 that are interpreted as theP1 and P2 transitions.
Panel(b) depicts the molecular orbital picture where HOMO
and LUMO are the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied
molecular orbitals, respectively. These models are usually
applied to a single, isolated chain; the effects of interchain
interaction on polarons5–8 in real sample films are however
not yet sufficiently understood.

P-conjugated oligomers are often used as model com-
pounds instead ofp-conjugated polymers because they can
be obtained with a well-defined chemical structure. Although
the molecular weight of polymers is typically much larger
than that of oligomers, nevertheless it is established that the
polymer should be viewed as a string of effectively indepen-
dent segments, separated by chemical or physical defects.
The length of these segments is called the conjugation-length
sCLd.

We have used the continuous wave photoinduced absorp-
tion sPAd and the Fourier-transform infrared photoinduced
absorptionsFTIR-PAd spectroscopies to study the polaron
optical transitions in films ofp-conjugated polymers and oli-
gomers. The PA spectroscopy has been widely used in
p-conjugated materials, and experimental details were de-
scribed previously.4 The PA spectrum,Dasvd is obtained by
dividing −DT/T, whereDT is the pump laser induced change
in transmission. We extended the probe photon energy down
to 0.05 eV using a FTIR spectrometer in combination with a
deuterated triglycine sulfide(DTGS) detector. The FTIR-PA
setup is described in more detail in Ref. 6.

Figure 2 shows the PA spectra of twop-conjugated poly-
mer films, namely methylated laddertype poly-para-
phenylene[mLPPP, panel(a)] and poly-phenylene-vinylene
[PPV, panel(b)] and that of an alkyl-substituted oligoth-
iophene film[12T, panel(c)]. All these spectra show three
optical transitions(it is known that the high energy transition
in PPV is actually composed of two bands9). It is
well-established4 that these transitions are due to triplet ex-
citon absorptionsT1d and polaron absorption(P1 andP2).

Figure 3 shows the peak photon energies of theP1 tran-
sition in a large variety of oligomers versus the oligomer-
length,L.10 We note that then, s, % , h, and, data were
taken from the literature.11–15 It is seen that theP1 transition
in each of the oligomer classes redshifts asL increases; spe-
cifically P1=P1,̀ +const/L. This observation in itself is not
novel. In fact this scaling relation is ubiquitous in oligomers:
the optical gap(i.e., the singlet exciton energy),16 triplet ex-
citon energy,17 and also theP2 transition each obey such a
scaling relationship.The striking observation is that if the P1
data for the various oligomers are plotted versus L rather
than the number of repeat-units (as it is usually done) and
combined into a single graph, we find that then, s, h, �,
and , data points all fall on a “universal” line. This obser-
vation is fully appreciated when compared to similar plots

FIG. 1. Models used to describe polaron levels and optical tran-
sitions depicted here for the positive polaron.(a) Electron–phonon
sSSHd model.(b) Molecular orbital picture.
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for the optical gap, where large differences between the vari-
ous oligomer classes exist(e.g., 4 eV for 5P, but 3 eV for
5T). However, the data for the alkoxy-substituted OPV ap-
parently do not follow the “universal” scaling law.

Figure 3 encompasses both anion and cation data. This
suggests that anion and cation absorption are very similar.
Indeed, in 3PV it was found that the difference between an-
ion (reduced using potassium in THF solution), and cation
(oxidized using SbCl5 in CH2Cl2) absorption bands is less
than 10 meV.18 Since both unsubstituted and alkyl-
substituted oligomers display the same trend in Fig. 3, this
indicates that alkyl-substitution has only minor effects onP1.
Alkoxy-substitution on the other hand results in a major
change of the cation absorption in OPV.13 This observation
can be explained by the localizaton of the positive charge
caused by alkoxy substitution.13 We may therefore conclude
that the P1 band scaling is universal for both anions and
cations in a wide class of unsubstituted and alkyl-substituted
oligomers.19 By extrapolation we find thatP1,̀ =0.25 eV for
the infinite oligomer.

In order to further expand the domain of validity of the
“universal” scaling law forP1, PA measurements ofP1 in
films of alkyl-substituted OT were performed and added to
Fig. 3. It is seen that(a) the linear relationship forP1 con-
tinues at least to OT with 17 repeat units,(b) interchain
effects apparently do not play a significant role in OT, and
(c) the fact that both positive and negative polarons are
present in PA studies does not lead to a significant change of
P1. These observations, together with the identification that

the CL of a polymer is the length of the “equivalent” oligo-
mer, clearly suggest thatP1 can be used as auniversal and
sensitivemeasure of the CL of polymer films(caution is
necessary when dealing with alkoxy-substituted polymers).
Specifically, we may use the following method for obtaining
the effective CL of polymer films: we measureP1, say by
using the PA technique, then invert the universal relation
P1sCLd.

This procedure is the basis for the presentation of the
polymerP1 data in Fig. 4, where crosses mark the data for a
certain polymer(name is assigned). The y-coordinate of the
crosses is equal to the measuredP1 using the PA technique,
whereas thex-coordinate then yields the CL obtained by in-
version ofP1sCLd. We find that some polymer films[poly-
phenylene-ethenylenesPPEd, PPV and regio-random poly-3-
hexyl-thiophenesRRa-P3HTd] have a short CL and behave
rather like oligomers, whereas in poly[2-methoxy,
5-s28-ethyl-hexyloxy)-p-phenylene-vinylene] sMEH-PPVd
we find that the polarons are considerably more delocalized
than in oligomers. In addition, it is seen that this procedure
does not yield a meaningful result for the CL for some poly-
mer films for which P1, P1,̀ . These polymers are regio-
regular poly-3-hexyl-thiophenesRR-P3HTd, mLPPP and
poly(9,9-dioctyl)fluorenesPFOd.20 We note that the spectrum
of PFO is for the so-calledb-phase.21,22 It is clear that some-
thing interesting occurs in the these samples. Before continu-
ing this discussion, however, a closer look at the FTIR-PA
spectra(Fig. 5) for these three polymers is in order.

It is seen that theP1 transition is superimposed by narrow
bands with some resemblance to the infrared active vibra-

FIG. 2. PA spectra ofp-conjugated polymer and oligomer films.
(a) mLPPP(the chemical structure is given in the inset), (b) PPV
(see inset), and (c) 12T (see inset). The spectra were measured at
80 K under excitation by an argon-ion laser(typically 100 mW)
and modulated by an optical chopper(typically at 1 kHz). The T1

transition is due to triplet-triplet absorption, whereasP1 andP2 are
due to polaron absorption bands.

FIG. 3. The peak photon energies of theP1 polaron transition in
a variety of oligomers, namely solutions of(unsubstituted) oli-
gophenyls [OP, n, radical anionsRAd], alkyl-substitutedsASd
oligophenylene-vinylenes[OPV, s, radical cationsRCd], alkoxy-
substituted OPV(% , RC), end-capped oligothiophenes(OT, h,
RC), films of AS OT(�, PA), AS oligothienylene-vinylenes(OTV,
,, RC). The solid line is a fit to the data excluding% .
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tions sIRAV d bands, that are well-known from the study of
other polymers.1 However, a more detailed examination of
Fig. 5 indicates that the narrow superimposed features appear
to have negative absorption contributions(antiresonances,
ARs) rather than peaks as for regular IRAVs. Indeed, it has
been shown that the sharp ARs are due to Fano-type inter-
ferences that occur when theP1 transition overlaps with the
vibrational spectrum.6,23 The P1 transition is therefore given
as the envelope of the measured spectrum, indicated by the
dotted lines in Fig. 5.

We start our discussion with the SSH or e–p model that
yields2,3

P1 =

1 −
1
Î2

2
Eg 3 fsgd. s1d

fsgd is a monotonously decreasing function such thatfs0d
=1 and fs`d=0, g is the so-called confinement parameter
and measures the degree of nondegeneracy of the ground
state inp-conjugated systems. This model therefore predicts
a strong correlation between the gap energy,Eg andP1. Our
experimental findings are in stark contrast to this prediction;
we find thatP1 is apparently completely independent ofEg.

The most generic model for polarons is the molecular
crystal or Holstein model;2 it is however not expected to be
applicable in a quantitative way top-conjugated polymers.
This model yields for the “P1” transition2

P1 = S A2

2MvE
2D2 1

W
. s2d

Here A quantifies the e–p coupling strength(e.g., in
eV/Å), M is the ionic mass,vE is the Einstein phonon fre-
quency, andW is the band width before inclusion of e–p
coupling. The term in the bracket is the energy,V associated
with the e–p coupling.24 The observation of the universal
scaling law,P1=P1,̀ +const/L translates into the following
statements.W is similar for a wide class ofp-conjugated
polymers and oligomers. SinceW increases only weakly with
L, thenV is considerable larger in short oligomers but does
not vanish even in the infinitely long oligomer. We note that
a recent theoretical paper concluded thatV=const/N in a
more or less universal manner in acenes and fullerenes with
various numbers,N of p-bonds.24

The inclusion of interchain interaction in theoretical cal-
culations is generally found to destabilize the polaron5,7,25

since the amplitude of the e–p interaction decreases with
increasing number of atoms involved.24 However, even in the
presence of interchain interaction it is also expected that po-
larons are restabilized by defects or finite CL.25,26One there-
fore expects that this destabilization is only effective in high
purity, ordered and rigid systems. We recall that mLPPP and
b-phase PFO(Refs. 21 and 22) are particularly rigid poly-
mers and that RR-P3HTforms nanocrystal lamellae because
of its high regioregularity.6,27 It has been predicted that, for
t' on the order of 0.15 eV, the polaron excitation substan-
tially delocalizes over adjacent chains.5 This leads to the ex-
pectation that theP1 transition of a delocalized polaron
(hereafter referred to asDP1) is redshifted compared to the
(hypothetical) value without interchain interaction. Therefore

FIG. 5. The FTIR-PA spectra of theDP1 transition for (a)
RR-P3HT,(b) mLPPP, and(c) PFO. The spectra were measured at
10 K under excitation by an argon-ion laser(typically 100 mW), by
subtracting 5000 scans of illuminated and unilluminated FTIR
transmission spectra.

FIG. 4. The peak photon energies of theP1 transition in a vari-
ety of p-conjugated polymer films, the names of which are as-
signed. The crosses mark the intersect with the linear fit to the
oligomer data in Fig. 3; they-coordinate therefore gives the mea-
suredP1 peak photon energy, whereas thex-coordinate gives the
effective conjugation length.
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delocalization as a result of interchain interaction can natu-
rally explain the observation thatP1, P1,̀ . However, inter-
chain interaction in the form of(transition) dipole-dipole in-
teraction leads to a level-splitting and may result in a
blueshift compared to the transition without level splitting.7,8

Nevertheless, an overall red-shift is consistently found in
calculations.5,8 We may therefore conclude thatP1, P1,̀ is
the signature of delocalized polaronsin RR-P3HT, mLPPP,
and PFO. Since charge carrier mobilities in RR-P3HT,27

mLPPP28 and PFO(Ref. 29) are orders of magnitude larger
than in PPV and RRa-P3HTfilms, it appears that delocalized
polarons may be a necessary prerequisite for high mobility in
polymers. We note that whereas evidence for delocalized po-
larons in RR-P3HT wasfound earlier,6,27,30the present work
succeeds to embed these results into a more general frame-
work.

It has been predicted25 that the polaronic effect may en-
tirely disappear because of interchain interaction unless sta-
bilized by defects or small CL. In this case the absorption of
charge carriers would have to be described in a picture simi-
lar to that used for amorphous semiconductors.31 In this pic-
ture “DP1” is a transition between localized states below and

extended states above the mobility edge, respectively, and
therefore a measure of the energy difference between quasi-
Fermi level and mobility edge, respectively.

In summary, we found that the polaronP1 transition obeys
a universal relationship that depends only on the oligomer-
length in a wide class of oligomer solutions. Employing the
PA technique, we generalized this result to films of oligo-
mers and polymers. We have therefore discovered a simple
and sensitive method for measuring the effective CL in poly-
mer films. Applying our methods to polymers, we find that
polarons may be as confined as in oligomers in some sys-
tems, but may even be delocalized over several chains in
high mobility polymer films.
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